Connectivity

Reliable, high
quality connections
for business

Fast and secure

Internet connections
Talk Straight provides a variety of internet connection types that
fully support the most demanding of commercial use. From secure,
dedicated, fibre Leased Lines, to business grade, superfast and
standard broadband connections, we can provide a 99.99% service
level guarantee, giving you peace of mind and continuity of service.
Our wholesale relationships with all the leading providers allow us to access the
latest technologies and negotiate the best possible speeds at the best possible
price for your location.
Most importantly, we will spend time understanding the demands your
business will make on your internet connection, and advise you of the correct
connection speed for your organisation.

Secure connections
Recently confirmed by ISPA as the UK’s Best Security ISP, Talk Straight can
provide on-site and hosted security via our partners Fortinet, who are the global
leaders in Next Generation Firewalls and Unified Threat Management.
Every Talk Straight connection can be securely routed through our Fortinet
virtualised firewalls, providing you with the world’s best network protection,
so reducing your risk of a potentially devastating cyber attack.
Please see our Security product sheet for further details.
All Talk Straight internet connections can support hosted phone services.

Find out more. Call or email:
01133 222 333 | info@talk-straight.com

Connection Types
Dedicated Leased Line “Private Fibre Line”

Managed Wide Area Networks

For larger businesses, or for those who are 100% reliant
on the internet and who use the hungriest of
bandwidth applications such as 4K media and video
conferencing. (Symmetrical speeds up to 10Gbps).

For businesses looking to manage their networks,
servers and devices, across multiple locations from one
central point.

EoFTTC “Business Grade Broadband”
For businesses looking for the benefit of Leased Line
features, but with the cost benefits of FTTC, EoFTTC is an
affordable and robust connection technology.
(Up to 80Mbps download speeds with a maximum
20Mbps guaranteed).

This Virtual Private LAN Services is an innovative
technology that allows different geographical locations
to privately connect multiple sites together, on the
same Local Area Network (LAN), regardless of location.
Please see our Multi Connect product Sheet for
more details.
• 100% secure private network
• Simplified network management makes it easy to
add and change sites

FTTC “Superfast Broadband”
For businesses who need to increase the speed of their
broadband, switch to online data storage and enjoy
cloud based information sharing wherever you are.
(Max speed, 80Mbps download and 20Mbps upload).

• Reduced administration and equipment costs
• Reduced network complexity means lower latency
and improved performance between sites

EFM “Ethernet First Mile”

• Fully supported product with true end-to-end quality
of service, intelligent distribution of bandwidth and
six classes of service

Where high speed broadband or FTTC is not available,
2 or 4 pair EFM circuits can give connectivity up to
20Mbps symmetrical service.

• Monitor and adjust allocation of bandwidth
usage during peak times with real-time
Management Reports

ADSL “Traditional Broadband”
For businesses where a fibre connection is not physically
available. (Max speed 20Mbps download and
2.5Mbps upload).

24/7/365
UK based Network
Operations Centre

Free
UK based
Customer
Helpline
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